
Soaring to EPIC Heights

EPIC is an experiential, project-based, and

innovative learning program that intentionally

designs and executes relevant cross-curricular

projects including math. Students will be enrolled in

the Engineering pathway; science, math, and

language arts. The EPIC program combines these

four courses, all levels (CP/Honors/Gifted), into

three class periods. EPIC provides a non-traditional

opportunity for students to discover, solve problems,

and explore the real world connections. They will

have voice & choice, use technology, collaborate

with others, effectively present, think creatively,

and get involved in their community. Students will

work with to a variety of business members who will

mentor and prepare students for their senior-year

internship. Additionally, students will have access

to a variety of innovative environments including a

Makerspace (to play and tinker), a Collaborative

Room (modern furniture and space to move), and a

large math classroom (allows for a variety of

instructional deliveries)!

 

Students will earn 7 credits per year from 9th—11th

grade. The integrated approach will have all EPIC

teachers working alongside each other to ensure the

connection of concepts in EPIC classes. This allows

students to see the real meaning behind the learning

and to make sense of it all.

 

The Mill Creek EPIC Program allows students to

pursue learning that is high-level, STEM focused,

and project-based. This will allow them to create

long-lasting meaningful experiences. Students

will experience the innovative EPIC environment

and will still enjoy the benefits of attending 3

traditional courses at Mill Creek High School.

Combining the best of both worlds, all while still

being able to participate in sports, clubs and

activities. The academic environment will be

challenging, students will learn concepts through

the projects, but the engaging real-world

application of the knowledge and skills learned

will prove to be valuable for their future. Students

in EPIC should be passionate about learning in a

new way, should be interested in STEM , and

should be excited to create projects outside the

restrictions of a traditional classroom. The skills

gained through the EPIC program will provide an

extraordinary foundation for college, career and

lifelong success.

 

 
 Twitter: @epicmillcreek                    
 
Instagram: epic_millcreekhs
 Website: QR Code    
 Assistant Principal: Lacey_Jakes@gwinnett.k12.ga.us
 

Questions?



Sophomore EPIC students combine their engineering

and science through a PBL focused on genetically

inherited diseases.  From the perspective of a

Biomedical Engineer, they look at the question of how

can they solve a problem in the life of someone with a

disease.  The groups incorporate robotics into their

solutions, while they use the engineering design process

and biology knowledge to design and build their

product.   The students wrap up the Genetic Tech unit

with a Biology Investigation where they become Genetic

Engineers and process bacterial transformations (make

e-coli turn purple and green) and analyze the ethics

involved in the Genetic Engineering field. This unit is a

student and teacher favorite and really brings in all

elements of EPIC - Experiential, Project-based,

Innovative, Cross-Curricular and Collaborative.

Students love the cross-curricular kite task during the

fall of their freshman year.   They build a kite using

Geometric concepts which include transformations,

quadrilateral properties, triangle congruence and

similarity - while basing the design on cultural-based

research from Language Arts. The students present

their theme and textual evidence and then get to test

the flight ability of their kites.   The task reinforces the

engineering design process and gets the students

engaged in their learning.

In EPIC Engineering, we encourage students to explore ideas, create, tinker, collaborate, and innovate. 
Students have access to a new Makerspace filled with Jellybox 3D printers, poster printers, Go Pro cameras,

Legos, KEVA Blocks, Makey Makeys, Raspberry Pi Kits, VEX Robots, art supplies, tools, and many more
items to explore and create. Students work on their collaboration, presentation, and technology skills. EPIC
values students’ voice and choice and brings in business partners to provide a real-world experience. EPIC

Engineering is both an enjoyable and effective way to learn!




